
GRIFFE PRODUCTS SPECIFICATION: 

 

GRIFFE Precision Door Handle Specifications: 

 

1. Enhanced Door Aesthetics: Elevate the overall aesthetic appeal of your 

doors through the installation of GRIFFE door handles. 

2. Corrosion-Resistant Composition: Our handles are crafted with materials 

that exhibit exceptional resistance to corrosion, ensuring longevity and 

durability. 

3. Tactile Sensitivity: The ergonomic design of our handles provides a tactile-

friendly experience, offering a smooth and comfortable touch. 

4. Optimized Weight Distribution: The weight of our handles is meticulously 

calibrated to complement the door set, ensuring a harmonious and 

balanced functionality. 

5. Adherence to Stringent Production Standards: Employing materials that 

adhere to industry standards, our production processes guarantee the 

creation of handles that meet and exceed quality benchmarks. 

6. Market-Conforming Quality: Our commitment to quality aligns seamlessly 

with the prevailing standards of the market, delivering handles of 

uncompromising excellence. 

7. Seamless Key Integration: The key effortlessly engages with the cylinder, 

providing a seamless and efficient locking mechanism. 

8. Custom Production Capability: Tailoring our production to your specific 

requirements, we offer a customizable approach to meet your unique door 

handle needs. 

9. Continuous Design Innovation: Annually, our design team introduces new, 

cutting-edge handle designs, staying ahead of industry trends and 

consumer preferences. 

10. Fashion-Forward Approach: In tune with market trends, we consistently 

integrate contemporary design elements into our handle offerings. 

11. Dedicated Quality Assurance Team: A specialized team is in place to 

diligently address and resolve any quality-related issues that may arise. 

12. Outstanding Design Evolution: Our relentless pursuit of design excellence 

ensures a constant influx of innovative and standout handle designs. 



13. Versatile Product Range: With multiple qualities embedded in our 

products, we are equipped to fulfill a diverse array of customer requests 

and specifications. 

14. Decade-Long Performance Assurance: GRIFFE handles guarantee a lifespan 

exceeding 10 years, maintaining their original color and performance 

integrity without compromise. 

 


